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CASSON’S INVARIANT AND QUADRATIC RECIPROCITY 
P. B. KRO~HEIMER~, M. 1. LARSEN: and J. SCHERK~ 
(Rrwiwd in rrcised jorm I 1 October 1989) 
IT IS A corollary of Casson’s work on the I-invariant. that if M is a homology 3-sphere and 
every irreducible, 2-dimensional unitary representation of n,(M) is non-degenerate (i.e. has 
no infinitesimal deformations), then the number of such representations i even [I, 21. Our 
main result shows that this property is not special to 3-manifold groups: 
THEOREM 1. Let I- he ufinitely-presented, per&w group and suppose there are only$nitely 
many ineyuident, non-trioiul representations of I- in SV(2). Then the number of such 
representutions is eccn. 
Remurk. Since the space of rcprcscntations is compact, one can replace the finiteness 
condition by the rcquircmcnt hat each reprcscntation p be isolated; but this is still weaker 
than Casson’s condition, that 1’ be non-degenerate. Curiously, if T is a 3-manifold group 
some of whose reprcscntations in SV(2) arc isolated but dqenerute, Casson’s work implies 
a result which differs from Theorem I and asserts that the sum of certain multiplicities is 
even. The authors are not at present aware of a 3-manifold group for which these 
multiplicities arc other than f. I. 
Theorem I will be deduced from a central result in the theory of quaternion algebras, 
closely related to quadratic reciprocity, and attributable to Hilbcrt and Hasse [S, 43. Let 
A lx a quaternion algebra (a 4-dimensional, central simple algebra) over a global field k, and 
for each place u of k, let A, = A @k k, be the corresponding algebra over the local field k,. 
Each A, is either a division algebra (which is then uniquely determined up to isomorphism) 
or the matrix algebra M,(k,). In the former case, one says that A is ramified at v, in the 
latter, that A is unramified. Hasse’s form of Hilbert’s reciprocity law asserts that the number 
of places at which ramification occurs is finite and even. Since there are no non-com- 
mutative division algebras over C, this reduces to a statement about the real and finite 
places of k. 
Now let a:T + SV(2) be a non-trivial representation. With u we associate the field 
k generated by the traces, 
k = Q(rroo(;l))l,r, 
which we consider as an abstract field endowed with a canonical embedding I: k 4 R. We 
write T for the trace-function rr o CJ regarded as a map T: r 4 k, being careful to distinguish 
it from the composite I 0 7’. In this situation there is a naturally given k-algebra, namely the 
t(k)-linear span of the matrices a(y) in M,(C). Rather than take this as a definition however, 
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we give a construction (cf. [3]) for an isomorphic algebra A which depends only on T and 
not otherwise on 6. Consider the group algebra R = k[r] and the k-algebra homomorphism 
d:R 4 M,(C) 
which extends 6. Since F is perfect, the image of 6 is non-abelian, and its complex-linear 
span is therefore all of M,(C). Since tr(ub) is a non-degenerate form on M2(C), it now 
follows that the kernel of 6 is the two-sided ideal 
I = {r~RIT(r,rr,) = 0 Vr,,r,cRj. 
(Here we have extended T linearly as a map R + k.) We define 
A = A, = R,‘I. 
The construction makes clear that A is isomorphic to the image of 6. and also shows that 
A = A @.L. I Iw is isomorphic to the R-linear span of o(F), which is W. the Hamiltonian 
quarternions. From this it follows that A is a (non-trivial) quaternion algebra. 
PROPOSITION I. k is a number jrld. 
Prooj: Because F is finitely generated, k is a finitely-generated extension of Q: indeed, it 
is a subfield of the larger field generated by the matrix elements of all the a(y). which in turn 
is yencrated by the matrix elcmcnts of any set of generators. It remains to show that tr(a(7)) 
is algebraic. Since SU(2) may be regarded as the set of real points of an algebraic group 
G defined over Q, the homomorphisms p:F 4 SU(2) comprise the real points, X(R). for 
a variety X = Hom(F, G). also defined over Q. Because of our hypothesis that the repres- 
entations fall into finitely many conjugacy classes, the proposition will follow from the next 
lemma, applied to the function /: X(R) -+ R given by/(p) = tr(p(y)). 
LEMMA. I_et X/Q bc un ulgyehruic uuricty, und / a Q-rufionul/unc.tion on X. If‘x, E X(6!) 
andj(x,)$a, rhrn fherc rsisrs u continuous curw on X([w), pussiny through x0. on whichj’is 
non-constunt. 
Proofi We present the function field. F, of X as the quotient field of the ring 
QCY,, * . * 9 Y.lll. 
It is sufficient to treat the case of an affine variety, so we may suppose that the functions y, 
are regular and embed X(R) in R”. Asf(x,)$a, the field 
Fxo = Q(y,(x,h . . . 1 ~.(-q,)) 
is transcendental over Q. Choose I;, . . . . ,/,E F, with f=/,, such that {J(xO)) forms 
a transcendency basis for Fxo. Each y,(x,) satisfies an irreducible polynomial equation, 
P,(Y,(.x,)) = 0. where 
P,EQ(/*(Xo). . . . ./,(.%)x=3 = RC=l. 
As the Pi are irreducible, they have simple roots, it follows that the real roots of P, are real, 
single-valued algebraic functions of the coefficients in some open neighborhood of P, in real 
coefhcient space. In particular, all the y, are real-valued functions in some neighborhood, U, 
of t&J = (1, (x0). . . . ,/,(x0)) in [Wm. These functions give a map cp: U --* R” carrying u0 to 
xoo X(R) c R”. Since the coordinates of u,, are independent transcendental elements and 
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cp is algebraic. the image of cp lies entirely in X(R). The path i(t) = cp(f, (x,,) + t, . . . ,f_(xo)) 
therefore has the required property. 
PROPOSITION 2. lf I- is perfect. A is unramijed at every finite place. 
Proof: From the construction, r is naturally represented in A’. the group of elements of 
A of reduced norm 1, and therefore also in A,L for each place L’. If A,. is a division algebra 
over a non-Archimedean local field k,, the valuation on k, extends uniquely to a discrete 
valuation on A, (see [43). Let 9,. be the set of elements of A,, of positive valuation. the 
maximal ideal in the ring. c,, of elements of non-negative valuation. Then A,! is contained 
in c,” which has a Hausdorff filtration 
with abelian quotients. It follow that the image of r in A:, and hence the image of I- in A. is 
the identity. contrary to hypothesis. 
To summarize, we have associated with each representation o a triple (k, T. I) consisting 
of a number field k. a trace-function T: r -, k and an embedding l:k G R. These have the 
property that the associated k-algebra A = A, is a quaternion algebra. unramified at all 
finite places; and A OL,, 52 z 1%. which is to say that A is ramified at the real place 1. The 
triple determines 0 up to conjugacy, for r7 is the composite of the representation I- 4 A,’ and 
an isomorphism A,’ z SU(2). If c:k 4 R is now another embedding at which A is ramified. 
we obtain a homomorphism r --* A,! E I-U’ = SU(Z). with trace T. This proves: 
PROIWITION 3. 771~ cwrju~~uc~y lu.s.w.s of homomorphisms p: r -+ SU(2) with truce-jirld 
k and truce~firnction T urc in one-to-one correspondmcr with the reul pluces of k ut which A7 
rumijiiP.s. 
ProofoJ’ Theorem I. If we classify the non-trivial representations c according to their 
trace-fields and trace-functions, then by Proposition 3 the number of representations in the 
class corresponding to (k, 7’) is equal to the number of real places of ramification for A,. 
When combined with Proposition 2, Hilbert’s reciprocity law implies that the number of 
such places is even. So the number of non-trivial representations is even also. 
Finally, it is natural to ask what becomes of Theorem 1 without the hypothesis that l- is 
perfect. In general there is little one can say. but we do have the following result for groups 
whose derived series stabilizes: 
TtEOREM 2. Let I- he ajinitely-presented group whose derived series I- 2 r’ 2 r”’ 2 . . 
eventually stahilixs, and suppose there are only finitely many inequivulent reprrsentutions o/ 
r in SU(Z). Then the purit)j qfthe number of such representations is determined by r/r”‘. 
LEMMA. lf I- is ufinitely-presented group which admits onlyfinitely mung rrprcsetlt~rtions 
in SCJ(2), of which p: r + SfJ(Z) is one, then y(r) is either finite or dense in SU(2). 
Proof of Lemmu. The only proper closed subgroups of SU(2) are finite groups, the 
Cartan subgroup T = e2”‘, and its normalizer N(T) = TV ET (where E* = - 1 and 
c-‘tc = t -’ for TV r). If the closure of p(T) were T then we would obtain infinitely many 
inequivalcnt representations by composing p with the nth-power homomorphism 
p(n): T -+ T. If n is odd, p(n) extends to an endomorphism of N(79, so the same argument 
rules out the possibility that N(T) is the closure of p(r). 
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Proof of Theorrm 2. Suppose rrnB = P+ *I, so that T(“) is perfect. and let A = r:T’“’ be 
the solvable quotient. We divide the representations of r into two classes: those whose 
kernel contains I-‘“’ (and whose image is therefore solvable), and the remainder. if ~7 belongs 
to the latter class then the associated field k and quaternion algebra A may be defined as 
before; indeed, the construction of A depends only on the image of r being non-abelian. 
Furthermore. under the same hypothesis on cr. the conclusion of Proposition 2 still holds: 
since the image of r contains a perfect subgroup, the same proof by contradiction applies. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 1 adapts readily to showing that the representations 0 whose 
kernels do not contain I-‘“’ are even in number. It is therefore only necessary to consider the 
representations p in the other class-those which factor through A. In considering these we 
can abandon our previous framework entirely and argue ad hoc. For any such p, the closure 
of p(A) is. like A. solvable and hence, by the Lemma. finite. The only solvable finite 
subgroups of SL’(S) are the cyclic groups and the binary dihedral. tetrahedral and octahed- 
ral groups. The binary octahedral group, 0. has an outer automorphism of order 2 which is 
not obtained by conjugating by an element of SU(2). so equivalence classes of homomor- 
phisms A -+ CD occur in pairs. If H is cyclic, binary dihedral. or binary tetrahedral, Hc3’ is 
trivial. so homomorphisms A + tl correspond to homomorphisms A,‘A13’ -y H, and their 
number is dctcrmincd by A,A”’ = r/r”‘. 
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